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Over the last 9 decades the US has seen many “ups
and downs” with the nostalgic toy; however, the
classic Duncan® Imperial® and Butterfly® yo-yos
have become household names as they been recognized as one of the most value in play for its
price. Where else can one get hours on hours of
play time for a toy under $10.
Today, Duncan’s promotional arm extends beyond
the traditional demonstrations and schools with
social media, apps with tutorials, and partnerships
with Disney Springs® and Boy Scouts of America®.
From boomerangs, balls, and brain games to USB
charged fighter planes & basketball sets, Duncan®
now offers an entire range of skill and activity
based toys that creates fun for kids of all ages!

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA®
Yo-Yo Preview Adventure

Yo-Yo Youth Program
yo-yo.com/Scouts

Launched in 2019, Duncan and the Boy Scouts of America
introduced the Yo-Yo Preview Adventure as an opportunity
for Cub Scouts to earn towards their advancement. This new
adventure develops eye-hand coordination and teaches
fundamental concepts of gravity, motion, and energy
supporting STEM learning.
®

®

• Opportunities to connect with more than 1.2 million Cub Scouts
• 300,000 New Cub Scouts introduced into the program
annually on average
• Officially licensed by the Boy Scouts Of America to create
BSA branded yo-yos
Adventure For Following Ranks!

Adventure
Belt Loop

Adventure Pin

• Opportunities to support intermediate
and advanced yo-yos
• Increased social media and peer sharing
for wider reach

It isn’t just a yo-yo show, it’s a hands-on skill building activity that instills
positive and emotionalconcepts with physical education benefits!

yo-yo.com/schools
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FROM DUNCAN¡
DUNCAN!
Brain Game Combo Set
3917BG-6

MagNetic Block

MonuMental™

Puzzle Game
3918MB

Puzzle Game
3915MM

See Page 17

Pop 'N Hit™
3682PS

See Page 19

See Page 19

Junior Color Shift™
Puzzle Game
3916MB-A

Yo-Yo/Brain
Game Display
3283DY

See Page 7

See Page 17

Pop 'N Hit™ PDQ
3682PS-PDQ

See Page 38

See Page 39
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To order call: 01843 854002
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Splash Attack
Attack ™
Splash Attack™ 3911SA
Water skipping ball!
The Duncan® Splash Attack™ ball is great for any outdoor
fun in the water. Whether you are at the pool, beach, or
park, the Duncan Splash Attack ball will quickly skip
across any water for loads of fun and games. Enjoy!

0

71617 04906

5

0

71617 04907

2

Ball diameter: 2.25"
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Splash Attack™ XL

3912SA

Water skipping ball!
The 3.25" Duncan Splash Attack™ XL features a lighter
foam-like material for your mash thrower. The Splash
Attack XL ball will quickly skip across any water for
loads of fun and games. Enjoy!
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Ball diameter: 3.25"

4
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To order call: 01843 854002

Splash Attack
Attack ™
SOME SPORTS JUST NEED A
“NET” TO MAKE IT MORE FUN!
Splash Attack™ Action Net

3913SA-A

Duncan®’s Splash Attack™ Action Net adds an array of fun and games
with water skipping balls. Keep score or show off your trick shots!
• Floats in any pool or body of water
• Box contains: 1 Inflatable Action Net, 1 Splash Attack™ water skipping
ball, 1 instructions and game play options
• Inflated net size: 20" W x 20.5" H x 24.5" L

0

READY, AIM,

71617 04993

5

FIRE!

Includes one Splash
Attack Ball!

Patent Pending

The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002
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VersaHoop
VersaHoop ™
LARGE 6"

BALL!

VersaHoop™ VH00P1
The most versatile, durable and portable Basketball Hoop ever!
Versa Hoop™ is the only backboard system that can be used outdoors and indoors and attach almost anywhere.
• 24" x 16" Backboard • 2 Patented clamp assemblies
• 10" Break-away rim

• H.D. steel over-the-door assembly

• Large 6" basketball

• Installation instructions

• RV

• Beach

• Man Cave

• Boat

• School Yard

• Bunk Bed

• Office

• Tennis Court

• Trampoline

OVER THE
INCLUDESSSEMBLY!
DOOR A

On A Trampoline

0

71617 09262

Off A Boat

Additional hardware required

Horizontal

Vertical

Patented angular clamp system allows for
vertical or horizontal attachment!

6
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Large 10" diameter rim
PATENT #: 9,545,552

To order call: 01843 854002
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Pop ''N
N Hi
Hit
t™
Pop 'N Hit™ 3682PS
• 28" Easy load ball launching bat: simply PULL & POP!
• Stores up to (4) balls within the bat (Included)
• Ball pops 5' to 10' to allow a full swing!
• Pitch to yourself or your friends!
• Promotes hand-eye coordination and outdoor play

Patent Pending

0

71617 09702

8

3682PS-PDQ
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To order call: 01843 854002
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Mountain Wagon
Wagon ™
Mountain Wagon™ 3650MW
For over 90 years Duncan’s quality in classic
toys has been a part of generations of families.
We value quality, safety, and a fair price. Duncan
has taken the same approach
in constructing this durable
“over the road” wagon.

Rugged rubber air tires for a softer, quieter ride

• Improved materials!
• Improved user safety!
• Improved performance!

0

Wide base with
large air tires

8

Thick, bevelled
wood paneling

71617 07962

Wide metal handle

The Original. World’s #1.™
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Heavy-duty seamless
rolled edges

To order call: 01843 854002

Flying Discs
Blaze™ Light-Up Disc

3675FD

Fly high day and night with the Duncan®
Blaze! The Blaze light-up disc meteorically
streaks across the night sky, with its
embedded LED's brightly illuminating even
the darkest night. The official 135 gram weight
and large diameter rests well in the hand,
ensuring long, stable flights and hours of fun.

0

71617 07963

5

135 grams

Fun in the daylight
or at night!

Intrepid Ultimate Sport Disc

NEW E
BL
REMOVFAOR
CLIP LAY!
TEST P

3670XW

Whether a competitive Ultimate player, or simply
a backyard thrower, the Intrepid™ Ultimate is
precision weighted for smooth, accurate flights.
It meets the official weight & size specifications
for the Olympic Ultimate Games.

USA Ultimate
Approved for
Competition Play

The Original. World’s #1.™

0

71617 04742

To order call: 01843 854002
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Boomerangs

Indoor Boomerang

3651XW

Made from soft and safe memory foam, the Indoor
Boomerang is soft enough to throw safely indoors
and has a flight range of 15 - 20 feet!

0

71617 04744

3

OUTDOOR

Outdoor Boomerang

3652XW

Duncan's tri-blade polymer Outdoor Boomerang
features perfect pitch and size for long flights
and accurate returns. Flight range of 50-70 feet!

0

10

71617 04745

0
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To order call: 01843 854002

Big Fun™ Ball

100 INCHES
around!

Big Fun™ Ball

The monstrous Big Fun™ Ball bounces like
crazy on any terrain! What’s more, it is incredibly easy to throw and catch thanks
to it's super grip graphics. This extremely
durable inflatable ball is perfect for the
beach, park or playground and it comes with
a handy foot pump.

3673XW

A whopping 100 inch circumference, you’ll
be AMAZED at its size and performance!
Comes in red or blue.

CLUDES
IN

0

71617 04740
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To order call: 01843 854002
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Auto- Start Planes

motorized
EX-1 Glider™3680EX

!
y
l
F
&
t
Pain

With Power Assist
Paint your own plane, & fly it too! The EX-1 “design-your-own”
plane has an actual auto-start motor with flight patterns. No
Remote Control needed! After crafting your design, you are
ready to fly. Simply shake your wrist 3x’s to start motor and
away it goes. Two flight power positions: (5 seconds for
large yards and 10 seconds for large open areas). Includes
power cable and extra propeller.

0

71617 09299

20 Minute USB charge
= 1 hour playtime!

3

Paint your own plane!
Template and paint kit included.

12
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To order call: 01843 854002

Auto- Start Planes

motorized
F-15 Eagle Fighter™ 3677EF-B
With Power Assist
This is not the fighter you may have grown up with
as a kid. Rather, the Duncan® F-15 Fighter flies like
the real thing...massive thrust, controlled flight pattern and super long flight capability!
20 Minute USB charge

= 1 hour playtime!
0

71617 09167

5

Flies an e
l
Incredibe!
Distanc

Flies the length of
a football field!

• Two flight power positions:
- 5 Sec. for large yards and controlled flight pattern
- 10 Sec. for large fields and open areas
• 20 Minute charge = 1 hour of play

3677EF-PDQ

• Trim rudders and elevator for controlled flight patterns
• Ultra-light material won't break like Styrofoam planes
• Includes flight manual, charger cable and extra propeller

The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002
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Auto- Start Planes

motorized
Dragon Hawk™ 3681DH
With Power Assist

0

71617 09655

7

Flutter, climb, dive… lifelike bird flying by day
and shifty, light-up hawk at night. Duncan’s
new Light-Up Dragon Hawk resembles actual
bird flights with simple adjustments to the
tail. Each 20-minute charge delivers an hour
of flight time. Just shake the body twice to
activate the motor!

20 Minute USB charge
= 1 hour playtime!

P
LIGHT-U

!

• Super long flight distance: fly straight or in patterns
• Power Assist – means you can play with it for an hour on a
single 20 minute USB charge
• Two power settings for low flights, or super high flying fun
• Auto-Start: shake it to get the motor started

14
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Fly the Dragon Hawk at night!

To order call: 01843 854002

Auto- Start Planes
X-14 Glider™ 3678PG
With Launcher
Blending the power of a slingshot with the soaring of an
eagle gives you the perfect flight of the X-Series Gliders.
With the X-14, the 14" wingspan packs a punch of power,
but cunning enough for quick turns and fun twists. Launch
with the hand launcher or throw by hand for on-the-go
travel. Light material for safe flying.

0

71617 09295

14"

Wing Span

5

Launcher

19"

X-19 Glider™ 3679PG

Wing Span

With Launcher
With the X-19, the 19" wingspan offers much longer
flights than the younger X-14; while still offering hawklike twists and dives. Launch with the hand launcher
or throw by hand for on-the-go travel. Light material
for safe flying.

0

71617 09298

6

NEW G
IN
TAIL W
E!
FEATUR

Launcher
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To order call: 01843 854002
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Gyro Racers

Spin them on the
special ring or cone.

Gyro Racers

0

71617 09325

9

3915GR

Race! Stack! Spin! Battle! So many play variations with Duncan’s Gyro Racers.
With a heavy-duty gyroscope within each collectible character, simplyrev up the
Gyro Racers with only 1 or 2 thrusts. Play solo or with friends. You can spin them
upright, upside down, on top of each other, or on the special ring or cone. And for
battling… will you choose the wily Throw Monkey or will you deploy the smiling
Panda Bear for the win!?

Bumble Bee

Flying Panda™

Duncan® Boy

Mongu™

Flying Squirrel™

Throw Monkey™

3915GR-PDQ-12

16
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To order call: 01843 854002

Travel / Brain Games
Junior Color Shift™ 3916MB-A
Puzzle Ball
Building on the success of the Color Shift™, Duncan® now
offers an easier version for younger players. Duncan’s
Jr. Color Shift™ Puzzle Ball can be solved by matching
all of the colored balls with their corresponding colored
rings. Utilize the one empty cavity to shift
Size Comparison
balls from one cavity to another until you
found the match. How fast can you solve it?
0

71617 09715

8

7 Balls / 8 Holes

Color Shift™ 3908PB
Puzzle Ball

0

71617 07839

3

Challenge your mental skills while having loads of
fun! Duncan's Color Shift™ Puzzle Ball can be solved
by matching all of the colored balls with their
corresponding colored rings. There are 12 holes
with only 11 filled with a colored ball. Utilize the
empty hole to maneuver balls around to find their
matching hole. Once all balls match, the puzzle is
solved! How fast can you do it?

PUSH

11 Balls / 12 Holes

Brain Game Combo Set

3917BG-6

3 Puzzle Games in One Box!
Building off of Duncan’s top selling brain games, the Combo
Pack makes for a terrific gift set to include the three best
games in one set! Perfect for travel, gifts, backpacks, holiday,
and more. (No On-Line Sales)

0

71617 09714

1

Serpent Snake™

Quick Cube™

The Original. World’s #1.™

Color Shift™

To order call: 01843 854002
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Travel / Brain Games
Available In 2 Convenient Packaging Styles:
Clamshell (3901QC) or Box (3902QC)

Quick Cube™ 3901QC
One of the keys to becoming a fast solver is having the
right equipment. The Duncan® Quick Cube™ features
a smooth, easy-turning design to allow the user to
“corner cut” for superior performance and play. No oil
needed! See the difference right out of the package.
Ideal for novice to pro!

0

71617 04695

8

“Corner-cutting”
design for speed
solving!

Quick Cube™3902QC
Comes with a 12 unit PDQ
0

71617 04711

Quick Cube™ 2x2

5

3903QC

Want to learn how to solve the puzzle? The Quick
Cube™ 2x2 is the perfect size for your beginner solver.
It’s not only easier to learn, but large blocks feature
quick turning mobility for faster speeds.

0

18

71617 04753

5

Great for
the beginner
solver!
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To order call: 01843 854002

Travel / Brain Games
MagNetic Block™ 3918MB
The “must have” brain game, the MagNetic
Block™ includes 7 different magnetic
colored “block bundles” that can stack together to create different shapes, or solve
for a perfect cube. In addition, there are 12
Builder/Challenge Cards to solve. Perfect
for any age or gender!
0

71617 09865

0
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T
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Build! Stack! Solve! Create! Learn!
• 120 Magnets lock pieces together in
hundreds of different configurations
• Great for spatial awareness, memory,
problem solving, and creativity
stimulation

MonuMental™ 3915MM
Create Shapes

Tetrahedral shaped brain teaser starts looking like
a pyramid but quickly changes with each turn.
Twist to change shape and color, then solve to get
all the sides back to the same color!

Stack More
Than One!

Twist to Mix Shapes and Colors....
Solve to Get All Sides the Same Color!
0

71617 09701

1

Internal spherical spring construction
allows for smooth turning!

5 Brain Games

3920PDQ

• Serpent Puzzle • Mental Block
• (2) Quick Cube™ • Color Shift™
™

™

The Original. World’s #1.™

3 Brain Games
3930PDQ

3931PDQ

(Not shown)

• Color Shift
• Color Shift™
• Quick Cube™
• Mental Block™
• Serpent™ Puzzle • Quick Cube™
™

To order call: 01843 854002
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Travel / Brain Games
Serpent™ Snake

3909SP

Puzzle
Duncan’s Serpent™ Snake Puzzle is a twistable challenge of unlimited puzzle shapes. Start twisting and
let your imagination transform your thoughts into
shapes. Turn a ball into a triangle. A snake into a dog.
Use your own creativityto make your new shapes!

0

71617 07911

6

Transform your thoughts
into shapes!

Mental Block™ 3914MB
Puzzle

0

71617 09296

2

All of us suffer from occasional “mental block”, but
Duncan® provides relief with the new Mental Block™
brain twister. Fun for 2 to 4 players, this game is
easy to learn, but a challenge to win! More fun than
2-dimensional games, with the Mental Block you can
go around corners and over walls. With alternating
turns, simply be the first player to connect 4 pegs in
a row, and you win! Other game variations included!

PATENT PENDING

20
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Includes 96 pegs and
instructions for additional games!
To order call: 01843 854002

Beginner Level
The Original and best
selling LOOPING yo-yo
of all time!

Imperial®3124IM

The Imperial® is the original, All-American classic.
A timeless favorite, the Imperial has been the yo-yo
of choice for many generations of beginning yo-yo
players.
The Imperial features a narrow string
gap, steel axle and durable plastic body
in bold colors. It’s great for learning the
basics of yo-yoing!

0

71617 03269

2

The Original and best
selling STRING yo-yo
of all time!

Butterfly®3124BU

A favorite for over 60 years, the Butterfly® offers
a flared gap that makes landing the yo-yo on the
string much easier. It features a flared, steel axle and
durable plastic body that can withstand
impact. It’s great for learning the basics
of yo-yoing!

3111MC

Available as an assortment
0

The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002

71617 03058

2
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Beginner Level
Wheels®3281MC
Duncan® has taken the Classic Wheels® design and
given it an upgrade in style and play. Wheels will spin
much longer with the transaxle design advancement.
More spin times lead to more tricks! In addition, all
four of the assorted hubcap designs have been
enhanced to better represent the latest in racing
and design trends. One of the best beginner
yo-yos available!
0

71617 03281

4

ProYo®3290PY

0

71617 43290

4

A modern classic, ProYo® features a patented
replaceable wooden axle that makes looping tricks
easy. The ProYo offers the durability of plastic with
the classic feel of a wooden yo-yo. Its perfect weight
allows for more tricks to be performed on one
throw. With ProYo’s take-apart design, removing
knots is now as easy as twisting the halves in
opposite directions, removing the knot, and just
re-assembling!
PATENT #: 5769686

Wooden axle

Side Cap Designs May Vary

Reflex™ 3513AR
The Reflex™ is the easiest yo-yo for new players. It
returns to the hand without having to tug the string!
In the center of the yo-yo is a centrifugal clutch. As
the yo-yo loses spin, this clutch engages around the
axle, and the Reflex automatically snaps back to the
hand. Its take-apart design also makes knot removal
a cinch, while its lightweight, wide shape makes
learning new tricks simpler than ever before!
0

22

71617 00347

0

Auto-return
technology!
The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002

Beginner Level
Lime Light™ 3517LL
Creating a light show on a string is easy with Lime
Light! It features a rim-weighted body made of
durable polycarbonate plastic encasing special
LED light technology that blinks, changes colors
and patterns while it spins! Lime Light features a
transaxle for looping tricks giving it the feeling of a
ball-bearing yo-yo in a modern plastic design.
0

71617 00900

7

Intermediate Level
Pulse™ 3572XP
Like the Lime Light, the Pulse features special LED
light-up technology. Unlike the Lime Light, the Pulse
features a ball-bearing axle for even longer spin
times. New design introduced in Summer 2018 is
shaped like the Hornet Pro looper. Used by world
champions!

0

71617 00556

6

Butterfly XT™3514XP-T
Based on the world famous Butterfly®, the Butterfly
XT™ is a classic design with modern technology. It
features a ball-bearing axle, offering 10x’s the spin
time of the original Butterfly. It boasts a take-apart
design for easy knot removal & “starburst” response
design for snappy returns to the hand. These features
make Butterfly XT perfect for a beginner to intermediate
player looking for high performance at a great price!

0

71617 02378

2
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To order call: 01843 854002
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Intermediate Level
Hornet™ 3602XP
The Hornet™ is our leading yo-yo
for looping play. It is a high
performance yo-yo featuring
a perfect center-to-rim weight
ratio, the Hornet will sting the
competition!

0

71617 02597

7

Hornet is used by Hajime Sakauchi,
Team Duncan, 2019 World Yo-Yo Contest
2A (Two Handed Division) Third Place

Great for INTERMEDIATE to PRO players!

Photo by Nana Miyamoto

Advanced Level
Freehand™ 3604XP
Freehand™ is the original counterweight yo-yo!
With the introduction of Freehand came a new
way to perform tricks. By attaching the counterweight to the end of the string, the Freehand is
no longer attached to the hand, allowing you to
toss and catch the yo-yo in midair and perform
innovative tricks! Freehand is made of durable polycarbonate and features a high-speed ball-bearing
and smooth response that give long spin times.
0

71617 04652

PATENT #: 6371824

All yo-yos on this page
include Concave Bearings
for long spins!

1

©2020 Duncan Toys Co. Concave bearing
patented by Dif-e-Yo® is used under license
by Duncan Toys. Patent #7175500
.

Metal Drifter™ 3574XP
The best–selling Metal Drifter™ combines high performance and high play value. Made of precision
machined, premium aluminum, it features a wide
shape, ball-bearing axle & recessed sticker response.
The Drifter is the perfect yo-yo for intermediate
players looking to step up to a professional
quality yo-yo. Each Metal Drifter includes a counterweight for players looking to learn even more tricks
as they enter the realm of 5A!
0

24

71617 01516

PATENT #: 6371824

9
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To order call: 01843 854002

Advanced Level
Metal Racer™ 3603XP
Metal Racer™ offers one of the best values
in yo-yo play. Made of precision machined
aluminum, the Racer plays better than yo-yos
twice its price. It is the perfect yo-yo for players
looking to step up to a professional yo-yo.

0

71617 04288

2

Metal Racer
accepts Racer Caps
(Page 42)

SkyHawk™ 3597XP
The SkyHawk™ is a top performing 4A machine.
Perfect for the beginner to professional player, it
is not too light, not too heavy, not too big, and
not too little. It offers a “just right” feel for just
about any yo-yo player. Its unique metal weight
ring dramatically increases spin times and stability.
SkyHawk has already become a favorite of many of
the top-level yo-yo players around the globe!
0

71617 02731

5

Includes aluminum weight-rings!

Accepts
Performance Rings

SkyHawk is used by
U.S. National Yo-Yo
Champion, Zac Rubino

The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002
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Expert Level
Freehand™ NextGen

3608XP Series

All yo-yos on this page
include Concave Bearings
for long spins!
©2020 Duncan Toys Co. Concave bearing
patented by Dif-e-Yo® is used under license
by Duncan Toys. Patent #7175500
.

As one of our most iconic yo-yos in modern history,
the Freehand® has had several versions over the
years, but the “unresponsive” Freehand NextGen is
extraordinary, and very special to Duncan, A semi-organic shape with added flare for the next generation
of yo-yoing! It's a must-have plastic yo-yo for any
collection. Includes SG sticker response, a licensed
KonKave bearing, & a standard counterweight.

Orange & Blue

3608XP-OB
Red & Blue

Neon

Clear

3608XP-RB

3608XP-N

3608XP-CL

Sold by individual color/model number

Big Fun

PATENT #: 6371824

Tuning O-Ring!
New O-ring design
for an easier tuning
method

3609XP Series

The Big Fun™ is the newest addition to our plastic
line. Our goal? To make it BIG and FUN!
Once you try it you will realize there is not a more
suiting name. Equipped with interior O-rings for
infinite balance tuning, along with being oversized,
the Big Fun makes it a perfect forgiving yo-yo
capable of handling anything from the fastest
technical tricks to the most amplified hop combos.
Get in on the fun!

Blue & Yellow

3609XP-BY
Tuning O-Ring!
New O-ring design
for an easier tuning
method

Aqua

3609XP-AQ

Blue & Orange

Purple & White

3609XP-BO 3609XP-PW

Sold by individual color/model number

Strix™ 3613XP Series
Designed by 2011 European Yo-Yo Champion Kohta
Watanabe, the Strix™ features a clean, modern profile
for pristine performance while performing the most
difficult tricks..
Sold by individual color/
model number

26
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To order call: 01843 854002

Expert Level

All yo-yos on this page
include Concave Bearings
for long spins!
©2020 Duncan Toys Co. Concave bearing
patented by Dif-e-Yo® is used under license
by Duncan Toys. Patent #7175500
.

Echo 2™ 3612XP
Inspired by the original Echo™ design, which won
both National and World titles, the Echo 2™ yo-yo
improves on that performance. It has a sleek
V-shaped body, bold colors and improved weight
distribution that increases spin time and stability.
Still featuring the popular signature groove rings,
the Echo 2 is a yo-yo that meets and exceeds the
demands of the world’s best players!

0

71617 09229

0

Torque™ 3611XP Series
Torque™ was co-designed with our partners in the
yo-yo epicenter of Japan. It encompasses the demands
of top players from around the globe. Torque boasts
a wide-shaped body and angled edges offering a
testament to its strong spin and incredible agility. The
Torque has found itself in the hands of both current
and future champions!
Sold by individual
color/model number

Barracuda™ 3614XP Series
Designed by World Champion Rafael Matsunaga, the
Barracuda is back! Previously used to win 8 National
and World titles, the Barracuda is a well-known design
famous for its aesthetics, spin time, and competitive
performance. This new version keeps all that, tweaks
it, and adds a new flavor to every throw. Bringing
back this legendary yo-yo means creating more world
champion’s in the making.
Sold by individual
color/model number

The Original. World’s #1.™

To order call: 01843 854002
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Vintage
Wooden (Crossed Flags)
Tournament ™ 3600XF
An exact reproduction of one of Duncan®’s most
popular yo-yos from the early 1960’s, the “Crossed
Flags” Tournament yo-yo makes a perfect gift for
any vintage toy collector or yo-yo player. Each
Tournament comes packaged in a clear collector’s
display box with a reproduction of the original 1955
Duncan Trick Book!
0

71617 00743

0

Team Duncan

The best and most inspirational players from around the world!
Top (Left to Right)

Owen Ekblad - USA, Jason Kao - Taiwan, Christopher Chunn - USA, Bryan Jardin - Philippines, Sean Perez - Philippines, Tylor McCallumore - USA,
Tal Mordoch - Israel, Zion Chambers - USA, Hajime Sakauchi - Japan, Mai Kurihara - Japan, Ryuya Kaneko - Japan, Yoshihiro Abe - Japan
Bottom (Left to Right)

Janos Karancz - Hungary, Jakub Plader - Poland, Dylan Ostrowski - USA, Miles Lance - USA, Philip Pacific - USA
Not pictured

Javier Augusto – Mexico, Jan Paprstein – Czech Republic, Cristian Belafano – Indonesia, Ian Loh – Singapore
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To order call: 01843 854002

Spin Top and Spinner
Imperial® Spin Top

3312MC

The Imperial® spin top was designed with the
beginner in mind. Its light-weight body and
comfortable size are perfect for small children.
We’ve designed the top with a no-mar tip, so you
no longer have to worry about the top scratching
up your floors. Each top can be opened for easy
storage of its string and button inside!
0

71617 03310

1

See (Page 36) for
merchandiser sku

Storage Inside!

FZ-1™ Fidget Spinner

3320FS

Duncan® FZ-1™ Fidget Spinners utilize the very best
in weight, distribution, size, and performance to take
the guesswork out of what features to buy. Weighing
over 50 grams, the perfectly sized 3" diameter, high
performance FZ-1 generates a long, smooth spin.

0

71617 07991

PATENT PENDING

8

Packed 12/ctn.
(3 each of the 4 designs)

Includes
Stack'n Spin Connector
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Kendamas
Lights-Up
the Entire
Kendama!

Torch™ 3865KE
The Torch™ Light-Up brilliantly illuminates the entire
kendama! Both the base & the tama are fitted
with bright lights for gorgeous play. Every Torch
is molded from high impact plastic designed to
withstand plenty of use. After molding, each of the
Torch’s cups is surrounded with a soft silicone ring
that offers easy, cushioned landings for the ball,
perfect for the beginner. Also fit for a pro, the silicone rings can be easily removed as skill progresses.

0

71617 04406

0

Colored Shaft
in Tama Allows
for Easier
Catches!

Komodo™ 3840KE
The classic Japanese skill toy meets modern
innovation. Each Komodo™ Kendama is made from
high quality, durable beech wood. The surface of the
tama (ball) is perfectly coated with a high quality,
glossy paint designed to withstand extended play
without chipping. Perfect for any skill level, the
Komodo is easy to learn and exciting
to master.

0

71617 02764

3

3840KE-PDQ
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Kendamas
BEST

Maple Drop™ 3870KE
The Maple Drop™ Kendama is elegantly crafted
from strong, durable maple wood, offering flawless balance and the perfect texture for advanced
level tricks. Professional kendama players designed
each detail of the cups, spike, and tama, offering
precise weight distribution for “lunars”, “lighthouses”
and other balance tricks. The Maple Drop is Duncan’s
highest performance kendama.

0

71617 04756

NG
PERFORMIA!
KENDAM

6

Footbags
Daredevil

™

beginenle
lev

3905PE

r

Made of durable pellet-filled synthetic leather,
Daredevil™ footbag is great for BEGINNER footbag
players learning the sport/hobby of footbag. Its 5 panel
design makes learning easier and more fun!

Available in 24 piece
counter display (Page 36)
0

71617 00351

7

ED
ADVANeCl
lev

Spider™ 3906SA
Great for ADVANCED level footbag players
mastering harder tricks and stalls, Spider™ is a 6 panel,
sand-filled, synthetic leather design that is great for
advanced footbag tricks and freestyle moves. These
features aid in control, response and make Spider
extremely “stallable”.

Competition-grade!
0

71617 00350

0
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Juggling

Duncan® Juggling Balls

3830JG

Durable and easy to use, Duncan® Juggling Balls are
made with brightly colored vinyl shells and are filled
with plastic beans, making catches comfortable and
eliminating bounce when dropped.

Each unit includes 3 balls

0

71617 00121

6

Duncan® Juggling Clubs

3850JG

A perfect option for the beginner club juggler, these
are some of the best-priced clubs on the market.
Perfectly balanced, they offer the same performance
as other clubs double the price!

Each unit includes
3 clubs

0

32

71617 00123

0
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Juggling

Duncan® Juggling Rings

3860JG

Duncan® Juggling Rings are great for any beginner or advanced juggler looking to step out
of the norm of ball juggling. Perfectly balanced
and durable, Duncan Juggling Rings are fun and
easy to use!

0

71617 00122

3

Each unit includes
3 rings

Phoenix™ Diabolo

3870DI

PATENT # 8,414,348

No longer will diabolo players have to choose between a fixed axle and
bearing diabolo! Duncan® now offers both in a single diabolo with the
Phoenix! By hand tightening the Duncan knobs the player can quickly
switch axles back and forth for variations in play and to accommodate
any skill level. Featuring high-speed roller bearing technology for low
string friction and long spin times, Phoenix is the only diabolo for both
beginner and pro players alike!

0

71617 00744

7

Duncan® Phoenix features an integrated axle system that allows
you to convert the fixed axle into a 1-way bearing axle.
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Counterweights
Delta Counterweight

3169CW

Created to tailor to your needs, the new Delta™
Adjustable Weight Counterweight allows you to
fine-tune your play with precision. Starting with a
9.83 gram weight, customize with Weight Belts and
0.1 gram Tuning Spacers. With the familiar shape
of the classic die and the newly introduced corner
groove, the Delta brings the classic counterweight
into the modern era of freehand play.
0

71617 09567

Includes spacers
for weight changes

PATENT #: 6371824
PATENT PENDING

3

PATENT PENDING

Tuning
Spacers
Bolt

Bottom
Component

Weight Belt
Top
Set-Up Component

Double Dice
Counterweight

0

71617 09323

5

3168CW

The new Double Dice™ Counterweight is our newest
innovation. Our goals were to create new ways to play
counterweight and the ability to develop new and
interesting tricks. Through intensive prototyping,
we optimized the weight distribution for each die to
achieve maximum performance. Attach the Double
Dice counterweight to your favorite Duncan® Yo-Yo
and start innovating!

Nests within

PATENT #: 6371824
PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING
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Counterweights
Candy Dice™ 3165CW

0

71617 09320

4

Designed by World Champion Shingo “Terry” Terada,
there is no mistake that the Candy Dice™ is the
best counterweight for entry level to professional
freehand play! We went through dozens of prototypes with various type of plastics to make sure that
we achieved the proper weight and dimensions. This
counterweight is engineered to perfection; it’s easy
to maneuver, fast spinning, and has the convenience
of attaching the string to the groove. So put your
string on and start playing!

Rapid Ball™
Counterweight

0

71617 09322

8

PATENT #: 6371824

3167CW

Rapid Ball™ is our most competition-oriented counterweight to date. Swift, nimble, and versatile, the
Rapid Ball is naturally the competition counterweight
of choice of the Duncan Team. Adding dimples to
this spherical counterweight reduces air resistance,
making it the most aerodynamic one produced todate. This creates a faster, more fluid-moving counterweight, which is why it is perfect for competition
use. Attach the Rapid Ball to your favorite Duncan®
Yo-Yo and get ready to dominate competition!

Counterweight Set

PATENT #: 6371824

3157PK

Each counterweight set includes 2 casino dice, and
one bouncy ball counterweight.

PATENT #: 6371824

0

71617 00690

7

Raphael Nowakowski
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Merchandising
Counter Display

Clip-Strip Displays

3036DY

3018CS

Packed with 36
Classic Yo-Yos

Packed 18: 6 Classic yo-yos
per strip, 3 clip-strips per
master

3905DY
(Not shown)

3218CS
(Not shown)

Packed with 24
Daredevil™ Footbags

Packed 18: 6 ProYo® yo-yos
per strip, 3 clip-strips per
master

3324DY
(Not shown)

Packed with 24 Imperial®
Spin Tops

Sidekick

Sidekick

3324SK

3036SK

Packed with
24 Imperial®
Spin Tops

Packed with
36 Classic
Yo-Yos
3290SK
(Not shown)

Packed with
36 ProYos®

Counter
Display

Floor
Display

3024MC-PDQ

Packed with 24
Classic Yo-Yos

36

3272DY
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Merchandising
Removable Trays

3 Brain Games
3930PDQ • Color Shift™
Color Shift™

• Quick Cube™

Quick Cube™

Serpent™
Puzzle

• Serpent™ Puzzle
Removable Trays

3 Brain Games
3931PDQ

• Color Shift™

Color Shift™

Quick Cube™

Mental Block™

3908PB-PDQ

3901QC-PDQ1

3910MB-PDQ

• Mental Block™

Also available in
a 10 Pack

Also available in
a 10 Pack

Also available in
a 10 Pack

• Quick Cube™

Removable Trays

Quick Cube™

Serpent™ Puzzle

Mental Block™

5 Brain Games
3920PDQ • Serpent™ Puzzle

• Quick Cube™
• Mental Block™
• Color Shift™
Quick Cube™

The Original. World’s #1.™

Color Shift™
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Merchandising

Sidekick

Pop 'N Hit
PDQ

3572SK

Packed with
27 Light-Up
Pulse™ yo-yos

3682PS-PDQ

Peg options available
on 2-sided display

3012FM

(6" Loop Peg)

3015FM

(6" Loop Peg with
Label Holder)

38

Floor
Merchandiser

Floor
Merchandiser

3020FM

3012FM & 3015FM

Products sold separately

Products sold separately
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Merchandising

Gyro Racers

F-15 Eagle Fighter

3915GR-PDQ12

3677EF-PDQ

Clip-Strip
Display
3915GR-CS

Packed 12: 6 Gyro Racers per
strip, 2 clip-strips per master

3282DY

3283DY

• 8 Mental Block

™

• 16 Classic Yo-Yo

• 8 Jr. Color Shift

• 12 Limelight™ Yo-Yo

• 8 Color Shift

• 12 Butterfly XT Yo-Yo

™

™

• 8 MonuMental

• 8 Color Shift™

• 8 Serpent™ Snake

• 8 Serpent™ Snake

• 8 Quick Cube™

• 8 Quick Cube™

™

Brain Games
Display

Yo-Yo/Brain
Games Display

3282DY

3283DY
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Accessories and Learning
Tools ...
10.5" Yo-Yo & Kendama
Storage Satchel 3174PK

0

71617 04712

2

More versatile than any other bag in this size
category, the new 10.5" Yo-Yo and Kendama Storage
Satchel is small enough to fit in a back pack, but big
enough to store your “on the go” skill toys. Features
two rows of pre-cut foam blocks to configure any of
these:
• Up to 12 yo-yos
• Up to 6 yo-yos and 1 kendama
• 2 Kendamas
Also includes shoulder strap and mesh
pockets to hold string and accessories.

Yo-Yo Pouch

Foam segments for
customized storage

3171PK

Store and carry up to 6 yo-yos in the Duncan®
Yo-Yo Pouch! Each pouch comes with customizable
foam that can be placed between yo-yos and can be
clipped to backpacks belt loops, and more!
0

71617 02385

0

Yo-Yo Performance Oils
Performance oils enhance the play of looping and
long spinning yo-yos! Modern yo-yos use ball-bearing
axles which over time suffer from decreased spin
times or low response due to the lack of lubrication.
These oils have been formulated to increase the
performance of ball-bearing yo-yos & are available in
two varieties: Spin and Looping Oil.

Yo-Yo Spin Oil

Yo-Yo Looping Oil

3181OI
0

40
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71617 02765

3182OI
0

0

71617 02766
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7

... That Create Players
and Sales
NEW

NEW

DED
UPGRIANG!
STR

String Packs

DED
UPGRIANG!
STR

String Packs

3276MC

3276NP

Pack contains (5) 50/50 cotton/
polyester blend colored strings.

Pack contains (5) 50/50 cotton/
polyester blend white strings.

0

0

71617 00965

6

3276PP-WH

71617 03276

0

3276PP-YW

Polyester Bulk String
100 Strings per pack!

“How To Be A Yo-Yo Ninja” DVD

3172DV

Join the Duncan® Crew™ as they teach the hottest and newest yo-yo
tricks! This hour long instructional video features easy to follow
tutorials for all competition styles of yo-yo play (1A, 2A, 3A, 4A,
5A) making it the most comprehensive yo-yo instructional video
available!
0

Trick Book

71617 01772

9

3103BK

The Duncan® Yo-Yo Trick book features over 60 tricks including a bonus counterweight trick section! Follow fun step-by-step descriptions
and illustrations as written by National Yo-Yo Master Steve Brown and
illustrated by master artist Li Shyu!
0

71617 03103
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Add Sales with These ...
Ball-Bearing Removal

Yo-Tility Holster ™5250PK
The ultimate yo-yo tool is here! Each Yo-Tility Holster™
serves as a yo-yo holster, bearing removal tool, and
string cutter all in one! Easily attaches to belt loops,
backpacks, and more!

0

71617 02628

8

String Cutter
Yo-Yo sold
separately

Attaches to Back Packs & Belt Loops!

Racer Caps

5163PK

Performance meets style: Interchangeable Racer
Caps allow you to add weight to your yo-yo and
increase your spin time. Pop in the spoked cap
for a wheel-like effect or pop in the innovative
“finger spin” cap for an all-new take on your favorite
yo-yo. Racer Caps are compatible with all models
that accept FH Zero style sidecaps.

These Duncan yo-yos accept Racer Caps:
Echo 2™
• Freehand™ MG
• Torque™
•

0

71617 04499

2

• FH Zero™
• Metal Racer™
• Freehand™

SG Sticker: 4 Pack

• FlipSide™
• Pro Z™
• Hornet™

3163PK

• SG Stickers provide an unresponsive response
system for high performance tricks
• A “bind” is required to return the yo-yo to
your hand

0

42

71617 01732

14.5 mm

3
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... Must Have Accessories

Yo-Yo Gloves
A must have for yo-yo players in humid conditions; the Duncan®
Yo-Yo Glove reduces friction and makes performing tricks faster
and easier!
3150GL Black S

3152GL Black M

3154GL Black L

0

0

0

71617 03166

4

3151GL Red S
0

71617 03161

71617 03162

6

3153GL Red M
9

0

71617 03163

3

71617 03164

0

3155GL Red L
0

71617 03165

7

Duncan® T-Shirts
Always look your best in a
Duncan® T-shirt!

Logo
(Red)

Logo
(White)

The Original. World’s #1.™

The Original.
World’s #1.™
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Find us at:

duncantoys.com
yo-yo.com
flambeau.co.uk

Duncan® Toys Co.

To order please call:

15981 Valplast Street Middlefield, OH 44062 U.S.A.

01843 854002

A member of the Nordic Group of Companies
Duncan reserves the right to change color schemes, graphics, labels, assortment mixes and prices
without notice. © 2020 Duncan Toys Co. All rights reserved. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
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